BONUS: GONE WITH THE WIND (USA, 1939)
in 35mm and some of its Premieres back then
– Written by: Gerhard Witte, Berlin (Germany) in winter/spring 2021 –

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

… and when I´m gone, I´ll leave Tara to you. Land is the only thing in the world
worth working for, worth fighting for, worth dying for. It´s the only thing that lasts!
Margaret Mitchell´s phenomenally successful novel Gone with the Wind (published on
30.06.1936) was made into an equally successful and classic film by David O. Selznick. Already on 30.07.1936, Selznick had purchased the movie rights from Mitchell for $50,000. It
is reported, realizing that he had underpaid Mitchell, Selznick gave her an additional $50,000
as a bonus when he had dissolved `Selznick-International Pictures´ in 1943. At the time, the
final cost of the GWTW production was a record of about $4.0 million. Principal shooting
began on 26.01.1939 with the scene of Scarlett on the porch at Tara, flirting with the Tarleton twins. Already before, on 10.12.1938, had been shot the spectacular scene of the burning
of the military supplies of Atlanta on the Pathé lot in Culver City (located in L.A. County).
The film´s World Premiere: from 13th to 15th December 1939, the City of Atlanta (USA /
Georgia) had welcomed Hollywood to the South in order to celebrate the movie´s World
Premiere. William B. Hartsfield, the mayor of Atlanta, had declared a 3-day festival. Eurith
D. Rivers, the governor of Georgia, declared the 15th December a state holiday. Consequently, schools and public buildings were closed on that day. The evening before, the film had
been celebrated with a festive `Junior League Ball´.
On the occasion of the movie´s World Premiere event on Friday, 15th December 1939, the
façade of Loew´s "Grand Theatre", located at 157 Peachtree Street, had been converted
into a Southern mansion (it looked a little bit like Ashly Wilkes` "Twelve Oaks" plantation
house) with four columns 50 feet high supporting the roofing. In front of the theatre, giant
klieg lights flashed through the dark sky. It is reported that more than 300,000 people turned
out in order to greet the arriving stars in the streets and in front of Loew´s "Grand Theatre".

A World Premiere ticket
of Gone with the Wind.
Admission price $10 – a
lot of money back then,
and simply unaffordable
to the mass of moviegoers.

THE PREMIERE HAD BEEN A TRIUMPH! From the opening credits to Scarlett´s
closing vow "Tomorrow is another day", the audience that crammed the Loew´s "Grand
Theatre" (with about 2,050 seats) cheered and wept its delight. Gone with the Wind had
come, been seen and conquered. Here is a Newsreel YouTube Clip about the film´s Atlanta
World Premiere: (103) Gone With The Wind Premier in Atlanta (1939 newsreel) - YouTube
Four days later, on 19.12.1939, GWTW had its New York premiere at two venues simultaneously at 08.30 p.m. – the "Astor Theatre" (at 1537 Broadway / back then with 1,142
seats) and the mammoth Loew´s "Capitol Theatre" (at 1645 Broadway, with already in
1937 newly installed 4,426 chairs from the `American Seating Company´ – at that time
MGM´s flagship movie palace).
The opening night at the "Capitol Theatre" had set a new mark by being transmitted
over the television´s "electric eye" (NBC television) to several hundred television
sets in the area – for the first time a Broadway premiere had been televised.

2 shows daily at the "Astor", and 3 shows daily at the "Capitol". Have a look at the
admission prices in the advert left from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 09.12.1939.

There was given following additional information back then: in order to provide seat
accommodations for the thousands of New Yorkers who have expressed a desire to see this
important production and because of the unusual length of this picture (and our desire to
arrange showings at times and under conditions best suited to the convenience of the greatest
number) GONE WITH THE WIND will be shown at the "Astor" and "Capitol" theatres
simultaneously. Time showings, reserved and non-reserved seat policy and prices will vary
at both theatres. It is IMPORTANT, therefore, that you read the details of both engagements
given in order that you may determine which suits your convenience best.
After Christmas, GWTW celebrated its West Coast (Hollywood, L. A.) premieres at the Fox
"Carthay Circle Theatre" (at 6316 San Vicente Boulevard, 1518 seats) on 28.12.1939, and
the day after at the "United Artists Theatre" (at 933 South Broadway, about 2.100 seats).
Gone with the Wind ran at the "Astor Theatre" until 13.10.1940 (43 weeks), played to
about 2.5 million New Yorkers (at that time, New York had a population of about 7.5 million) followed by the World Premiere of Charlie Chaplin´s The Great Dictator (USA) on
15.10.1940. Chaplin´s film premiered at Loew´s "Capitol Theatre" on that date too (twin
World Premiere – information taken from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 12.10.1940).
At Loew´s "Capitol Theatre", GWTW only ran until 06.03.1940 (11 weeks),
followed by King Vidor´s Northwest Passage (USA, 1940).
New York´s revered Loew´s "Capitol Theatre" was later converted for CINERAMA
presentations. It was renamed "Loew´s Cinerama Theatre" and reopened with the World
Premiere of the 3-strip MGM movie The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm
(USA) on 07.08.1962, followed by How the West Was Won (USA) that opened there on
27.03.1963. Previously, the 3-strip movie had celebrated its festive World Premiere at
London´s (UK) "Casino Theatre" on 01.11.1962.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gone with the Wind in the United Kingdom (London)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Article left from "Motion Picture
Daily" dated 19.04.1940
It debuted at three London theatres
simultaneously (3 Gala Premieres)
on 18.04.1940 at 7.30 p.m.
A film, which is so big that it needed 3 West End Theatres to accommodate it!
A) at the "Palace Theatre" (at 109-113 Shaftesbury Avenue / back then with about 1,450
seats). GWTW ran there for nearly 8 weeks – until 09.06.1940,
B) the "Empire Theatre" – Loew´s premiere theatre in the UK (on Leicester Square / back
then with about 3,100 seats). GWTW ran there for 12 weeks – until 10.07.1940, and…
C) the "Ritz Theatre" (on Leicester Square too / back then with about 430 seats). Already in
1937, the newly built "Ritz" souterrain cinema (situated 16 ft below ground within a new office block, next door to the "Empire Theatre") was acquired by MGM. It had mostly been

used as a second-run venue, taking over the films from its `big brother´ – the "Empire Theatre". The cinema´s entrance was directly alongside that of the "Empire". Initially, GWTW
only ran at the "Ritz Theatre" from 18.04.1940 till 23.05.1940 (5 weeks), but after the
film´s premiere season at the "Empire Theatre" (12 weeks), the film was taken over by the
"Ritz". It continued there from 11.07.1940 till 08. or 09.06.1944 (204 weeks). Thus David O.
Selznick´s epic ran at the "Ritz Theatre" for a total of 209 weeks back then.
Additional information about another record! The Todd-AO film South Pacific ran at
London´s "Dominion Theatre" for a total of 232 weeks – from 21.04.1958 till 30.09.1962.
----------- Excerpts from an article in "Motion Picture Herald" dated 10.07.1943 ----------Gone with the Wind takes million in fourth year – estimate aggregate gross $31,000,000
in domestic distribution alone. 59,979,000 American people saw Gone with the Wind in
20,098 houses, including more than 8,000,000 who have seen it for the second time, and
about 6,000,000 who saw it three or more times. The cost for each Technicolor print (about
19,800 feet in length) was reported at $1,100.
Mr. Selznick remarked that at the time of the movie´s premiere in December 1939 Technicolor turned out 500 prints for U.S. consumption and the same number for foreign distribution. MGM originally distributed the picture to exhibitors who paid 70 per cent of the gross
box office, playing on an average all-time high of 82 cents an admission compared to the
normal average of 30 cents. Exhibitors booked the film on a guarantee from MGM that at
least a 10 per cent profit would result for them.
There are no figures available on the total foreign market attendance for GWTW. At the
"Ritz Theatre" (London), the film is in its fourth year of exhibition. Previously, it played the
"Empire Theatre" for 12 weeks and the "Palace Theatre" for nearly eight weeks in London, drawing eager patrons even during The Blitz.
Author´s note: The Blitz was a German air bombing campaign against the UK
during the Second World War between 7th September 1940 and May 1941.
In Sydney, Australia, it played at the "Victory Theatre" 46 weeks and at the "Liberty
Theatre" 24 weeks. In Stockholm, at the "Palladium Theatre", Swedish patrons kept the
picture running continuously for 47 weeks, and it played other theatres for a total of 30
weeks in that city. At the "Futurist Theatre", Birmingham, England, the film played 17
weeks and it stayed at the "Gaiety Theatre", Manchester, for 24 weeks. At the "Liberty
Theatre", Melbourne, Australia, it ran for 20 weeks, and then played other theatres in that
city for an additional 31 weeks.
David Coles from Australia gives following information on this subject:
GWTW actually had its Australasian premiere on 30th April 1940 at Metro´s big Sydney
"St. James Theatre". They ran it there simultaneously with their smaller "Liberty Theatre"
for 8 weeks. Then the film carried on at the "Liberty" until 24th December 1940 for a total
of 34 weeks. Three weeks later it returned to the city ('for a limited season only' said the
advertisements) showing at Greater Union´s "Victory Theatre" for the 46 weeks (!) – as
described in the "Motion Picture Herald" article above.

GWTW premiered at MGM´s Melbourne "Metro Theatre", and ran there simultaneously
with the giant "Hoyts Regent Theatre" for 4 weeks from 1st June 1940. The "Regent"
continued playing the film for a total of 7 weeks, concluding on 19th July. A week later,
GWTW re-emerged at Greater Union´s "Liberty Theatre", screening there for 20 weeks
until 12th December. After Christmas, and a gap of three weeks, it re-appeared at the semiart house independent "Savoy" where it did a further 16 weeks. Melbourne total initial run at
four cinemas: 47 weeks. Sydney: 88 weeks at three venues.
The messing about with different theatres at the time just shows the difficulty exhibitors had
in dealing with a really big long run attraction. All their theatres were designed for short runs
and fast turnover to offer a variety of programming for the patrons. At the time, long run
'roadshow' houses were just not on the agenda.
----------- Two articles about the film´s London run from "Motion Picture Daily" ----------dated 23.05.1944, and below from "Motion Picture Herald" dated 01.07.1944:
A) GWTW in 5th Year – MGM´s Gone with the Wind continuing its record-breaking run
in London, recently entered its fifth consecutive year at the "Ritz Theatre" (on Leicester
Square) according to the home office. The second longest run in British film history was
established by MGM´s silent Ben-Hur, which ran 49 weeks at the "Tivoli Theatre" in
London in 1926.
B) Four-Year Wind – MGM´s and David O. Selznick´s Gone with the Wind closed at the
"Ritz Theatre", Leicester Square, London, June 9 (author´s note: another source says
08.06.1944) after a record run of four years and nearly two months. London town won´t be
the same without it, according to Caroline Alice Lejeune (author´s note: a female British
writer and film critic), writing in the New Times last Sunday. Miss Lejeune said the film had
become: "a piece of social history. It has been the one constant factor in the changing
fortunes of World Conflict No.2."
During The Blitz, when many theatres had to close temporarily, the customers kept flocking
to the "Ritz Theatre" to see Scarlett O´Hara and Rhett Butler in Technicolor. (Author´s
note: as a basement cinema, cinemagoers felt safe there during German air raids)

Above an article from the American trade magazine "The Film Daily" dated
07.02.1941. GWTW had its London premiere on 18.04.1940. This means that the
film could not have finished its 52-week running time already in February of 1941.
I suspect that they had used a wrong London premiere date in the editorial office.

The film played during the fall of Norway, the Low Countries and France – the Greek and
Libyan campaigns – Pearl Harbor, Casablanca and Teheran – the North African invasion –
the Italian campaign and up to three days after the invasion of France.
MGM statisticians who have been kept busy since 1939 tabulating the film´s record runs,
estimate the picture has been seen by a total of 85,000,000 people throughout the world –
65,000,000 in the US and Canada and 20,000,000 in foreign countries. When it closed at the
"Ritz" in London it had chalked up a world´s record of 232 consecutive weeks at a two-aday policy
Author´s note: 216 weeks would be correct – from 18.04.1940 till 09.06.1944 in London.
The film´s total initial run at London´s three cinemas together had been 229 weeks –
at the "Palace" nearly 8 weeks, at the "Empire" 12 weeks and at the "Ritz" 209 weeks.
The picture opened day-and-date at the "Empire", "Palace" and "Ritz" (on 18.04.1940), and
after five weeks at the latter house it continued at both the "Palace" and "Empire" for
additional weeks and then reopened at the "Ritz Theatre" (on 11.07.1940).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GWTW (Vom Winde verweht) in West Germany
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The film´s West German premiere
took place at Munich´s exquisite
"Film-Casino" cinema (at 8-12
Odeonsplatz) on 15.01.1953.
That´s 13 years and 1 month after
the film´s festive World Premiere in
Atlanta (Georgia) on 15.12.1939.

Left a vintage German Gone with the
Wind Release Certificate published
by the `German Voluntary SelfRegulation Body´ of the
Movie Industry (FSK)
… and next page the film´s
distribution (in 35mm and 70mm too)
by the German branch of the `Cinema
International Corporation GmbH´,
(CIC), located in Frankfurt on the
Main, start of the 1970s.

… on the right advertising suggestions (prepared adverts for the film´s 35mm version)
and two film title graphics.
There were, of course, special advanced admission prices for this particularly long movie.
The German version (see the film´s `Release Certificate´ the page above) has a runtime
of 219 minutes (that must be without Overture, Entr`acte and Exit music).
5,980 metres (19,620 ft) of film run through the projector.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Here for interested readers the special film program (12 pages)
for the German premiere of Gone with the Wind
at Munich´s "Film-Casino" on 15.01.1953
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The program has a size of 14,3 by 20,5 cm. Below left the front page.
(From the author´s collection)

Page 1

Page 3

Page 2

Page 4

Page 5

Page 6

Page 7

Page 8

Page 9

Page 10

In the pages 11 and 12 there are only commercial advertisements.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

West German premiere of Gone with the Wind at Munich´s "Film-Casino" on
15.01.1953. The premiere advert left is taken from the newspaper "Münchner
Merkur". Right a picture that shows the cinema´s auditorium from that time,
taken from the German trade magazine "Der Neue Film" (Vol. 17) 1952.
Gone with the Wind ran at the "Film-Casino" for 50 weeks.

Lonny van Laak´s cinema, at the time of its opening with 302 (or 304) seats, was a new
concept for this time – a mixture of restaurant, bar (established in 1955), café and movie
theatre on several floors. It opened on 18th December 1951 with the film …
Hoffmanns Erzählungen (The Tales of Hoffmann, UK, 1951).
The cinema´s furnishing with armchairs had been unusual for the time. The venue closed
forever end of June 2011. Then they converted the auditorium into a "Filmcasino" event
location. In addition, a party bistro / bar (including an outside terrace) was opened on the
house´s ground floor, and a room for standing receptions was established on the mezzanine
floor.

----------------------- 8 + 2 special-category OSCARS ----------------------A) In 1940, Gone with the Wind was awarded with 8 Oscars, presented in
. form of golden statuettes and plaques (Class 1 category). Before statuettes
. became customary for all Class 1 Oscar winners, not all winners had
. received a statuette back then, e. g. Hattie McDaniel had received a plaque,
. a `Best Supporting Actress´ Academy Award.
. The 1940 Oscar ceremony was held on 29.02.1940 at a banquet in the
. `Coconut Grove´ at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. The hotel was
. for "whites only". It took some effort to get Hattie McDaniel into the hotel,
. and she was assigned a seat at a separate table.
See the ceremony here: (185) Oscar-Winning Films from 1939 - YouTube
.

B) awarded with a Class 2 (`Honorary´ Academy Award), a plaque-style Oscar
too, and …

.
.

C) awarded with a Class 3 (`Technical Achievement´ Academy Award), here
most likely only a printed Oscar certificate.

William Cameron Menzies had received the golden plaque-style Oscar (Class 2, `Honorary´ Academy Award) for his outstanding achievement in the use of color for the enhancement of dramatic mood in the production of Gone with the Wind.
Robert Donald Musgrave had received the printed Oscar certificate (Class 3, `Technical
Achievement´ Academy Award) for his pioneering work in the use of coordinated equipment
in the production of Gone with the Wind.
David O. Selznick and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had added these 2 special-category
Academy Awards to the official Oscar count, and proclaimed that
the film won 10 Academy Awards.
In addition, David O. Selznick had received the `Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award´
– an award to "creative producers, whose bodies of work reflect a consistently
high quality of motion picture production."

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gone with the Wind in West Berlin
– people still talk about it today! –
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It opened at the "Die Kurbel" cinema (at 4 Giesebrechtstraße – back then
with 571 seats) on 04.12.1953, where it successfully ran for 28 months
(about 122 weeks) – until April 1956.

Left an announcement advert from the newspaper "Berliner Morgenpost" dated
01.12.1953, and right a successful run of GWTW at Berlin´s "Die Kurbel" cinema.
(Image source: Deutsche Kinemathek)
At the time, cinemagoers, who came by bus from the nearby located "Kurfürstendamm",
were informed by the bus driver at Kurfürstendamm´s bus stop with the announcement:
"… here Gone with the Wind!"

The movie´s program (12 pages) and a ticket from that time (dated 01.05.1954)
– from the author´s collection. The program has a size of 21 by 30 cm.
In the program is written: the film has a length of 6,494 metres (21,306 ft) and a runtime
of 3 hours and 50 minutes (230 minutes) [author´s note: that is with Overture,
Entr`acte and Exit music]. After the 1st part there is a break of 15 minutes.

Left an interesting
article taken from
the German
trade magazine
"Filmblätter"
dated 03.12.1954.

A blast from the
past: Vivien Leigh
as Scarlett O´Hara
(photo: MGM)

Gone with the Wind now in its Second Year
The good old days will never return… perhaps this theme is one of the reasons for the success of one of the most successful films of all time, Gone with the Wind. Now (or, to be
precise, on 4th December 1954) the film is entering the second year of its run at Berlin’s
"Kurbel" cinema where it has drawn an audience of approximately 500,000 people at this
venue alone. The film continues to run at the "Kurbel" and for the first three weeks of the
second year, a special admission price is being offered to viewers from the eastern part of the
city. Although this was not previously the case, visitors from the east already made up a significant proportion of the audience.
Demonstrably, visitors from Berlin’s eastern sector and eastern zone have made the
experience of seeing Gone with the Wind in West Berlin into a special day out.
Author´s note: later, all of this came to an end with the construction
of the Berlin Wall that began on 13th August 1961.
With this run the "Kurbel", in Berlin’s `Giesebrechtstraße´ (located near the Kurfürstendamm) now holds Germany’s Gone with the Wind record – beating München (50 weeks),
Hamburg (47), Köln (32), Düsseldorf (29), Frankfurt on the Main (25) and Hannover (18
weeks).

In spring of 1935, Berlin´s repertory cinema "Die Kurbel" was opened by the
"Sybel-Lichtspieltheater-Betriebs-GmbH" (Heinz Grably) as a reference cinema for
sound film presentation. It closed forever on 21.12.2011. So it existed for almost
77 years. The very last film had been, of course, Gone with the Wind, shown for
a particularly affordable farewell admission price of only 2 euros. (Image left
taken by the author on 21.12.2011, ticket right from the author´s collection)
At that time, there existed in some German cities / towns "Kurbel" cinemas.
– the name was not legally protected –
Berlin´s "Die Kurbel" cinema see also here (only in German):
1) die Kurbel Kino Berlin | Kinokompendium
2) Gutachten_Die Kurbel (docomomo.de)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gone with the Wind in the Hanseatic City of Hamburg
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The festive premiere venue in a central location of the city at the time of its opening.

Vom Winde verweht premiered in Hamburg at the "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" cinema
on 20.11.1953 (festive Gala Premiere and also inauguration of the theatre). Image
above taken from the brochure "Filmtheater in der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg"
(Season 1958/59). The cinema was not directly situated on Hamburg´s boulevard
"Jungfernstieg". It was on a side street named "Große Bleichen" (No. 13/15).

The film´s original Hamburg premiere program (16 pages) from that time.
It has a size of 14,8 by 21,0 cm. (From the author´s collection)

In the announcement advert
left is written…
"Note the special window
advertisings at the
`Karstadt´ department store on
Mönckebergstraße. Finally,
tomorrow GWTW – for
the first time on the big
panorama screen."
The advert is taken from
the newspaper "Hamburger
Abendblatt" dated 20.11.1953.
Public premiere of the film
on the following day …
on Saturday,
21st November 1953.

Below a translated article taken from the newspaper "Hamburger Abendblatt"
dated 21.11.1953.

Gone with the Wind (Vom Winde verweht) – Hamburg's
"Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" opens with the world´s biggest movie
The film event, which has been eagerly awaited for weeks, has finally become a reality. In
the new "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" cinema, the biggest film that has ever been made is
now on the large screen:
Gone with the Wind based on the world-famous novel by Margaret Mitchell.
Everyone who can be inspired by film in Hamburg arrived for the film´s festive premiere in
the theatre, which has been built by Hans Richert in a modern yet traditional taste. Into the
old `Dyckhoff-Haus´ was installed a panoramic screen 11 metres wide and 4 meters high
[author´s note: another source (see below) gives a size of 9,50 by 3,60 metres]. The cinema´s
entrepreneur, Mr. Carl Heinz Möller, welcomed the first guests of the newly built house that
will select the best films from all countries for its program. However, it is likely now (as it is
currently the case in Munich) that Gone with the Wind will occupy all of the 512 seats for
eight to ten months.

The chief projectionist of the "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" (Mr. Gauss) at his Philips
FP6 projector. Picture left from the German trade magazine "Philips-Kinotechnik"
(No. 11) dated January 1955. The technical data on the right are taken from
"Philips-Kinotechnik" (No. 8) dated March 1954.
Text in the image above right: "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" (Hamburg), owner C. H. Möller.
Technical equipment: 2 Philips FP6 projectors with 75/100 ampere arc lamps and Super
Philar widescreen lenses – 1 Philips EL5310 amplifier rack with two 40-watt inserts –
2 Philips loudspeaker combinations with special exponential horns, high and low tone
systems – 1 panoramic screen for normal and wide screen projection, size 3,60 by 9,50 m.

A translated article taken from the German trade magazine
"Philips-Kinotechnik" (No. 11) dated January 1955.
What good machines can do in the hands of attentive projectionists
Only rarely is it possible to visibly demonstrate the efficiency of a projector. We recently
found such a case in the Hamburg film theatre "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg". This theatre was
opened with the Hamburg premiere of the MGM major film Gone with the Wind. From the
moment the machines were used, a single print of this film ran for 10 months from 10:30 in
the morning to 23:30 at night. Only after this lengthy period of time, the print was replaced –
not because it had become unusable, but because MGM had to replace a print elsewhere and
preferred to entrust the new print to the machines that were working smoothly in order to
give this print a long-playing time as well.
The first release print was still in excellent condition, although the number of screenings
indicates that it could have worn out long ago. But it was still in such good condition that it
could be used for several hundred more performances in second-run theatres without any
problems. On average, 500 performances per print are expected. But the print that had been
used this long was still entrusted with at least half this number. Of course, it was necessary to
regenerate the print over the course of this period. This was done after the 165th, the 438th

and the 684th performance during the interval between the last performance of a night and
the first performance of the next day [author´s note: during a regeneration (rejuvenation), the
film print was freed from stains, abrasion and scratches]. Perforation damage had not yet
occurred when the print was given to a second-run theatre. Even when there were only 400
screenings with the film, expert visitors couldn’t believe that this was the first print.
When the number of performances exceeded 500, 600 and finally even 700, the disbelief of
the visitors grew more and more. But the daily log clearly proves this information. MGM´s
head of distribution in Hamburg also expressly confirmed that the first print had been running in the "Kurbel" for a long time, and expressed his delight at its good condition. Of
course, the machine does not do this good work by itself. The film also needs to be treated
properly – even outside the projector. The excellent film preservation of PHILIPS projector
machines, together with the careful work of the projectionists, has, in this case, almost
doubled the lifetime of the Gone with the Wind first release print.

Images above: left the cinema´s auditorium – middle: on the occasion of the GWTW
premiere Mr. Edgar Zindler (the theatre´s director) gives an opening speech
– and right: the chief projectionist (Mr. Gauss) at his Philips FP 6 projector.
The images above left and right are taken from the German trade magazine "PhilipsKinotechnik" (No. 8) dated March 1954. The image in the middle is from the brochure
"Filmtheater in der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg". (Season 1958/59)

The two adverts about Vom Winde verweht above are taken from the newspaper
"Hamburger Abendblatt". Left dated 28.12.1953 (the film in its 6th week),
and right dated 08.07.1954 (the film in its 34th week).

Gone with the Wind ran at the "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" cinema until 14. or 15.10.1954
(a premiere season of 47 weeks) followed by Mervyn LeRoy´s biblical epic
Quo Vadis (USA 1951) with its public premiere on 16.10.1954.

A poster about a re-screening of the film in Germany – size: DIN-A-0 (119 by 84 cm).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AND ANOTHER BONUS: Information on the Hamburg
Premiere of the Movie WEST SIDE STORY (USA, 1961)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The film´s World Premiere took place at New York´s "Rivoli Theatre" on 18.10.1961.

Robert Wise´s famous musical film WEST SIDE STORY had its festive German
premiere at Munich´s "Royal-Palast" on 07.09.1962 (source: "Filmblätter" –
IMDb gives 13.09.1962). The film´s public Hamburg premiere took place
at the "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" on 05.10.1962. In the evening
before there had been a Gala Premiere too.
Among the prominent Hamburg premiere guests were, e.g., the actors Elisabeth Flickenschildt, Ehmi Bessel, Werner Hinz, Hannelore Schroth, Antje Weisgerber, the film director
Jürgen Roland and film producer Walter Koppel (co-founder of "Real-Film").

The two announcement adverts about the film at Hamburg´s "Kurbel" cinema above
(and all the following) are taken from the newspaper "Hamburger Abendblatt".
Left dated 27.09.1962, and on the right (even in color) dated 01.10.1962.
Left: the WEST SIDE STORY premiere
advert dated 04.10.1962. The film ran
at the "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" until
29.11.1962 (an 8-week premiere season),
in 35mm CinemaScope / Technicolor,
and most likely 4-channel magnetic sound.

The festive Gala Premiere
of WEST SIDE STORY
at Hamburg´s
"Kurbel am Jungfernstieg"
on 04.10.1962.
Image taken from an
"UFA-Sonderdienst"
newsreel clip.

-------------------------

-------------------------

– West Side Story –
Then, from 06.12.1962, Hamburg's
"Gondel-Filmkunsttheater" (Gondel
Arthouse Cinema), initially equipped
with 407 seats, took over the film.
The "Gondel" belonged to the German
Arthouse Cinema Guild, which
was established in 1953.
The advert right is dated 06.12.1962.
The film now in its 9th
week in Hamburg.

The "Gondel" cinema was built into a
former boat yard and existed from the
beginning of February 1952 to the end
of January 1970. The image of the
"Gondel-Filmkunsttheater" left
is taken from the brochure "Filmtheater
in der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg".
(Season 1960/61)

Advert left dated 17.12.1962. The film during the
days of its 10th week run. West Side Story ran at
the "Gondel-Filmkunsttheater" until 02.01.1963.
In the advert left is written: "After weeks of running now
in German version. Please note: friends of the original
English version will continue to see it on Mondays and
Thursdays." – that suggests that the film had previously
been shown at the "Kurbel am Jungfernstieg" in
its original English version – very likely with
German subtitles.

--------------- now in glorious SUPER PANAVISION 70 --------------Advert right: WEST SIDE STORY
in its 70mm ("Todd-AO") version in
Hamburg. It opened on 03.04.1964 at
the "CINERAMA Grindel-Filmtheater",
where it ran until 22.04.1964 followed on
the next day by the Hamburg premiere
of the CINERAMA 3-strip film
The Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm (USA, 1962).
At that time, I had watched the
movie WEST SIDE STORY for the
first time and was enthused!
The advert right is from the newspaper
"Hamburger Abendblatt"
dated 02.04.1964.

Above: a "Grindel" ticket – a rerun of the
movie from 19.11.1964 till 02.12.1964.

MGM´s The Wonderful World
of the Brothers Grimm.
The announcement advert left is
from the newspaper "Hamburger
Abendblatt" dated 20.04.1964.
Romantic - exciting - adventurous.
A film for you and the whole family
on the giant CINERAMA screen.
Make yourself and your children the
joy: visit this magnificent Cinerama
color film – fairy tales have never
been told so magnificently.
Children only pay 3 German marks
on all seats. Festive premiere
on 23.04.1964 at 8 p.m.
The film ran in 3-strip CINERAMA
at Hamburg´s "Grindel" cinema
until 04.06.1964. Information on
the cinema see following link:
The Grindel Filmtheater
(in70mm.com)
From

the film´s hardcover souvenir brochure: The Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm appropriately marks an important anniversary and Cinerama´s most significant milestone since the historic evening of September 30, 1952, when a privileged audience of 1100
in a New York theatre came to be shown, and remained to cheer This is Cinerama. In the
years since Cinerama´s memorable public debut, millions have thrilled to an experience of
sight and sound unlike any other. The realism of the breathtakingly wide, curved Cinerama
screen [author´s note: in Hamburg´s "Grindel" impressive 27 by 10 metres (88,5 by 33 feet)
– measured along the curve] and seven-track sound of unsurpassed fidelity combined to wrap
the world with its myriad voices around their theatre seats.
The world of the Brothers Grimm is a rich world, a world of fantastic imaginings, where
dragons prowl and witches dwell, peopled by honest woodcutters and beautiful princesses,
inhabited by wicked wolves and kindly giants, where scullery maids wear
glass slippers and are beloved by handsome princes.
We are confident you, and all who see The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm,
will agree with us that magnificent dimensions never before attained have been added
to the screen. For Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Cinerama, our deepest appreciation.
Joseph R. Vogel (President Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), and
Nicolas Reisini (President and Chairman of the Board, Cinerama, Inc.)
THE END

